Models of digitisation of organisational space in sport
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Summary

This research presents the organisational model of digitisation of sport institutions as the element of development shifting towards digital models of sport business. Empirical research concerns: the level of saturation of information and communication technology (ICT) in sport institutions and media coverage of organisational space in sport as the element of media technology development. The research has been conducted in the theory of organisational space (Cieśliński, 2016, 2017) and has been financed with the use of two research-implementation grants and implementation one under the operational program Program Operacyjny Polska Cyfrowa (POPC).
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Introduction

The authors define digitisation as the transformation of real resources into digital ones. In the first part the authors present the findings of research, in the second they describe ontological and methodological application of advanced ICT technologies (Platforma e-AZS) and augmented reality (an educational trainer for sport) for stretching of value chains in sport space with reference to organization and education. The main findings of the research include:

- Firstly, the organisation functioning in two ontological spaces: real and virtual;
- Secondly, media space is the catalysist of change in the two aforementioned spaces;
- Thirdly, there is a possibility to expand organizational space with the use of technologies such as augmented reality, virtual reality and media;
- Fourthly, the extension of organisational space creates potential for value chain stretching;
- Fifthly, advanced technologies allow for extension of organisational space and stretching of value chain.

This research seeks to describe and explain the possibilities of creating new organizational reality which generates organizational potential of enterprises shifting towards stretching of value chain. Additionally, a new model of organisational space management has been developed based on the convergence of real, virtual and media processes.

The following aspects connected with the subject of study have been described below, namely: organisational space categorised with reference to types of organisational space, (real, virtual, media), issues connected with advanced information and media technologies, including augmented reality, augmented virtuality, augmented mediability. Finally, the model of organisational space extension was presented as the element of value chain stretching.

Organisational space

Organisational space can be simply defined as a nonempty set of relations and their interactions with objects and people. Organisational space is created by organisational and inter-organisational networks of relations. Their nature can be tangible and intangible (by the authors viewed as virtual and media, whereas others view it as the network of people-to-people relations [Sztompka P. 2012, Nauka 4/2012 p.7-15, 2015].

Space is also the main epistemological-ontological category. According to Wittgentein (1998), it is the total number of relations between objects or sets containing them. Thus, space is a set of possible state of affairs. Organisational space can be defined as the state of affairs resulting from the relations between energy, information and physical fields of a given space. (Figure 1).
Organisational space can be described in terms of geography, mathematics and heuristics [Stępniak C., 2015. p.26]. Geographical space is characterized by real distance between objects, mathematical space is described as 2D (X,Y), 3D (X, Y, Z) and 4D described with the use of axis of time [op. cit. p.27]. Heuristic space is described as a semantic network explaining the relations between concept systems [op. cit. p.31] used in mapping of business processes [Cieśliński, 2011].

While describing organizational space, it is essential to indicate that it can be based on real, virtual and media relations. Each of these is resulting from events which occurred and/or were generated as well as their permutations, thus processes. Organisational space is therefore created on the basis of fields of significance with the use of events of energetic, informative or physical nature which create business processes as permutation.

It is assumed that the integration of organisational space (real, virtual, media) and convergence of processes and events occurring in the space will contribute to developing the concept and organisational models which will in turn allow for stretching of value chain.

Organisational space extension

Figure 3 below presents the integration of three sectors of economy model by the means of mobile ICT systems. It points out that the integration of three sectors is necessary in projects concerning so called intelligent growth or smart specialisations. Such projects entail among others creating consortium whose participants include public bodies (e.g. universities) and/or non-governmental sector (e.g. foundations, associations, other).
Figure 3. Integration of three sectors of economy model using the ICT – example of organisational space in sport

Source: own work

Alternatively, the extension of organisational space, thereby value chain stretching, is possible with the use of idea and technology of augmented reality. Thus, the extension of reality with the use of modern IT technologies enables to stretch value chain through generating future events. A new paradigm points out there is another view on this issue.

Figure 4. Ontological structure of organisational space expansion

Source: own work

The research resulted in development of advanced model of organisational space boundaries mechanism, which facilitates ‘stretching’ of real (tangible), virtual (intangible) and media value chain. It has been proven that pushing the boundaries of organisational space leads to stretching of value chain, i.e. creation of new values using mobile ICT systems and Augmented Reality. The extension of organizational space is thus the first step in generating new values and competing.

Organisational space extension and value chain stretching – empirical research findings on saturation of ICT technology and media coverage in sport

Nowadays, the value chain stretching is done through the use of convergence of real, virtual, media processes mechanism by the means of mobile ICT systems, at the same time integrating three sectors of economy while realizing projects of intelligent growth, in which we deal with three types of values. These values include tangible, intangible and media ones (figure 5). The last more and more often constitute an important aspect of running a company [Cieśliński, Kopecka-Piech, Głowicki, Perechuda, Pawlukiewicz, 2015, p. 254-262].
The above assumptions allow for initial designing of *mix reality* model, where one can point out the matrix between organisational space of public, private and non-governmental domains, as well as organisational space: real, virtual and media. We deal with real, virtual or media reality in organisational space when particular events in spaces do not enter in relations; when there is interaction, we deal with extended reality. The above mentioned assumptions were used to describe the ways of applying mechanisms of organisational space extension in value chain stretching. The table 1 presents matrix *mix reality* based on augmented reality. As it can be observed there are three mechanism of value chain extension (real, virtual and media). On the other hand, advanced technologies like *augmented reality*, *virtuality* and *mediality* allow to stretch tangible, intangible and media value chains. Research on the saturation of real, media and virtual spaces in sport business proved unambiguously that the saturation of these areas with IT technology has great importance in the context of obtaining *augmented reality mix*. In order to realise the study’s purpose, the authors conducted a survey with 120 respondents and made a conclusion that the motivation connected with saturation of space with IT technologies in the test sample is driven by the need to reduce work time and costs or improve the functioning of organization. Extended value connected with saturation of work environment with IT technologies remained a second choice.

The research proved that IT technologies, according to respondents, affect the efficiency and quality of sport organisation management, which resulted in generating big amounts of data aggregated in the form of data bases, including detailed information on functioning of organisation and its members. Indicating IT tools as those used in internal communication and helping in information flow was an essential element of *augmented mix reality*. Some of the elements indicated as those connected with IT saturation in sport enterprises were the possibility to send data, use application for training and verification of score. Nearly 60% of respondents remarked on the possibility of social media (58.3%) impacting target groups or internal clients. The positive reception of IT tools usability was reflected in the findings concerning sport enterprises’ usage of IT (96.7% supporters) and general evaluation of such investment profitability, which according to respondents was at the level of 93%.

The research findings reflect on one more essential piece of information in the context of saturation of organisational space with IT, namely, that IT impact is noticeable for 92% surveyed, who later indicated that in the next years IT is going to play more important role in sport organisations (99.1%). Later research, based on the defragmentation of sport organisation, sectioned those fragments of space that gain most in the process of saturation.

---

3 The analysis was conducted for the group of sport organisation employees holding expert positions, where women constituted 61.7% and men 38.3%, randomly chosen.
with IT. The biggest beneficiaries, according to respondents, are processes connected with communication (80%), advertising (68.30%), market research (60%) and logistics (59.20%).

Given the results of research it can be concluded that IT has particular influence on given areas of sport organisation, stretching value chains at the same time. The largest IT saturation takes place in the sphere connected advertising activities and direct support in communication. The saturation of sport organization space with IT has impact on value chains stretching. The provided research allows for estimation of future IT saturation. According to the study, the bigger the saturation of organizational space of sport enterprises is, the better contact with contestants and clients is, along with faster flow of information and possibility to verify contestants’ score based on huge volumes of data in protected virtual, easily accessible space.

**Extension of value chain with the use of social media**

The other element constitutes the correlation of mediatisation with real financial value of contestants. The research presents in detail media value of contestants and its correlation with the value of their contracts due to mediatisation. It was proven that media space is the place of generating material values such as contracts or salaries. These material values increase as the result of conversion process of real space into virtual and then media ones. Reconversion generates the whole array of material values for players, sport clubs, institutions organising gameplays and spectators. Thus, the research on the influence of extension of organisational space of sport institutions with the use of IT beyond real and media space provides the answer to the question: how to gain value synergy from the saturation.

Convergence of value chains in real, virtual and media organisational spaces of enterprises blurs these values, since each value is generated in a different dimension of organisational space and by other medium. Saturation of sport space with IT holds its special place in the area of social media. Media create public forum and allow people who do not know each other to discuss topics chosen and subscribed to by them. The topics could be related to a phenomenon, figure, subject or organisation. The research on salaries of key contestants of sport organisations pointed out that their sport skills may not always reflect measurable economic and media value. Thanks to extension of reality with the use of IT tools and solutions, following popular sport idols gains new space, and at the same time it has become independent of time, which is not related to a certain competition taking place during a particular sport event.

Interestingly, using social media in communication with fans creates the possibility of interaction between the sport idol and his fans, hence, enables the view exchange and fans involvement. Daily reports produced with the use of Facebook, Twitter or YouTube translate into the value of contracts concluded with a given sportsperson. Pending the research, it has been observed that there is a correlation between a big number of fans and contract value of given players. This correlation is shown between the salaries of 10 top earning players of American league and the number of all followers in social media. There are basically no players with low popularity in social media who would earn top salaries. Their popularity correlates strongly with their remuneration. The reason for this is the fact that social media help promote sport results, thus player’s own image in the network including other, sometimes controversial activities like scandals. What is more, sponsors tend to co-operate with players who have bigger number of fans in social media (which directly translates into the level of their salaries).
Table 1. Model of organisational space expansion mechanism and value chain stretching with the use of augmented reality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events and processes / mechanisms of organisational space extension</th>
<th>Real events and processes</th>
<th>Virtual events and processes</th>
<th>Media events and processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 real mechanism</td>
<td>Stretching of tangible value chains</td>
<td>Stretching of virtual value chains</td>
<td>Stretching of media value chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 virtual mechanism</td>
<td>Augmented reality</td>
<td>Augmented virtuality</td>
<td>Augmented mediality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 media mechanism</td>
<td>Stretching of media value chains (traditional, industrial media)</td>
<td>Stretching of intangible value chains with the use of new media</td>
<td>Stretching of intangible value chains in media space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source; own work*

**Augmented reality and ICT as tools for stretching value chains**

On the one hand, organisational space is created with the use of ICT, characterised by ICT networks in organisational space. On the other hand, it is possible to expand (stretch) this space through superimposing real images onto virtual ones. Additionally, it is pointed out that this continuum must be complemented by media events (what is characteristic of contemporary organisation is the fact that business grows using media facts created in real space (industrial media) and social space (social media – new media)).

One of the elements of organisational space extension is media space. Industrial media (traditional ones) generate real media facts. While using social media, media space extension takes place *(augmented mediality)*, which can generate media facts creating other than real media facts. A value chain is defined by the sequence of events (permutation), activities or processes that allow for providing and/or selling a client (including internal one) a product or service which he/she will be willing to pay for. The value chain stretching aims to identify new and modify old products or services.

Real organisational space generates real events. A real event using augmented reality (AR) can create future events and be the element of value chain stretching by virtual elements (computer generated) or media (generated in media space). In virtual reality the computer generates events and allows for value chain stretching with the use augmented virtuality (AV). The computer generated event is later superimposed by the event from real and media space. In media space, with the use of augmented mediality (AM), the media events (similarly to industrial media and social media) are superimposed by real and virtual ones.

Augmented reality is treated as the way to improve mediality of television broadcast, starting from real time broadcasting of a football match, which could be ideal, and continuing with showing the difference between the world record and actual series, e.g. swimming, sky jumping or athletics.

**Summary – models of value chain stretching as the process of generating future events**

Extension of organisational space with the use of social media *(augmented mediality - AM)*, means moving the tasks creating organisational added value from industrial media space to social media. Contemporary organizations smoothly move from real to virtual space. The intermediary variable taking part in the process of organisational space extension is media space. The processes which create the value take place at the border of real and virtual space. The carrier of this value is social media which could be called augmented mediality AM, analogically to AR and AV technologies.
Therefore, extension of organizational space with the use of AR, AM and AV plays crucial role in value chain stretching. Ultimately, one can define the following models of future events (value chain stretching):

1. Model of value chain stretching with the use of AR.
2. Model of value chain stretching with the use of AM.
3. Model of value chain stretching with the use of AV.

The essential element in value chain stretching constitutes integration and cooperation of entities in three sectors of economy. The example of value chain stretching through the integration of the three sectors is the program NCBiR ‘Innowacje społeczne’, where the consortium must consist of public, non-governmental and private entities.

The above assumptions represent developmental trends of organisational (theoretical and practical), managerial boundaries and the concept of virtual organisation boundaries. There is huge technological advancement observed, regardless of the presented data. Development trends describe phenomena that have been used operationally until now (Chomiak-Orsa, Cieśliński, 2015]. Real, virtual and media spaces overlap with one another. It is essential to find the ways of their convergence to better and more effectively act in real space. Future events generated with the use of AR, AV or AM will probably become more tangible elements than traditional precognitive forms, which often do not appear in information aspect and are difficult to define with scientific instruments, as the energy field is involved. The studies in the field of cognitive science dealing with convergence of processes of real, information and energy fields will probably be conducted in the future.
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